An expression of less is more

With Obscura, we set out to engineer a luminaire that would push the limits of designing with LEDs, that would exemplify “less is more.” Simplicity, efficacy, and beauty were our guiding principles. Its broad batwing distribution with direct task lighting and soft indirect illumination supports the design of open, airy, and minimalistic spaces.
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An expression of less is more

With Obscura™, we set out to engineer a luminaire that would push the limits of designing with LEDs, that would exemplify “less is more”. Simplicity, efficacy, and beauty were our guiding principles. Its broad batwing distribution with direct task lighting and soft indirect illumination supports the design of open, airy, and minimalistic spaces.
Balancing beauty and functionality

A luminaire with a distinct and streamlined form that supports function; two thin blades of light lightdate the space with powerful yet soft illumination. Coupling the flexibility to customize with its minimalist design, Obscura delivers a functional architectural statement.

**EXTerior finishes**
- Palladium Silver
- White

**POWER-UP™ TECHNOLOGY**
Delivers low-voltage power through suspension cables.

**POWERFUL OPTICS**
Up to 1000 lumens/ft.

**Illumination from within**
An air of mystery
A sleek, minimalist design
A seemingly invisible light source

**65/30 LIGHT DISTRIBUTION**
Wide batwing distribution provides comfortable illumination and allows for wide spacing between luminaires.

**Wide End Cap Finishes**
Infinity finish reflects illumination, conveying the appearance of continuous void. White finish also available.

**Wide spacing**
Broad, even distribution allows for increased spacing of luminaires (up to 16' on center), while maintaining uniformity on the ceiling and work plane.

**Design flexibility**
Available in 4' to 12' individual lengths in 1' increments.

**Grid ceiling canopy**
- Palladium Silver
- White

**Drywall canopy**
- Infinity
- White

**Actual Size**
- Palladium Silver: 3.02" x 16" x 10"
- White: 4.32" x 16" x 10"

**DLC**
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